
Jason Sauer, Selected Art Works

Resilience- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 36 inches by 80 inches by 130 inches- 2023

Originating from a 2004 Chrysler minivan skillfully painted by Jason Sauer. Originally featured as a functioning car in

the collaborative art project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2022, this art car later took part in

the Palmetto Destruction Demolition Derby in Florence, South Carolina, in 2023. In Jason Sauer's artistic realm,

doves symbolize more than just an aesthetic choice—they embody a universal language of peace and renewal amid

the tumultuous canvas of demolition derby culture. These avian figures, delicately integrated into his creations,

serve as ethereal messengers, transcending the chaotic elements of the derby arena to convey a profound message

of hope and resilience. As they gracefully navigate the collision of metal and adrenaline, the doves become

poignant witnesses to the juxtaposition of destruction and renewal, inviting contemplation on the transformative

journey within the dynamic world of demolition derbies.
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Stigmata- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 36 inches by 80 inches by 120 inches

Beginning life as a 1992 Cadillac skillfully painted by Jason Sauer, this functioning car took part in a collaborative art

project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2021, then was later smashed in the Iron City Nationals

Demolition Derby in New Alexandria, PA, in 2022. The remaining wreck was transformed into the pictured

sculpture. Decorated with a depiction of Saint Francis of Assisi. In this monumental sculpture, Saint Francis stands

with a depiction of the stigmata, the wounds resembling the crucifixion wounds of Jesus, on Saint Francis' hands.

The stigmata, traditionally associated with profound spiritual experiences and divine connection, takes on a unique

significance in the context of demolition derby. The act of willingly subjecting oneself to destruction and chaos,

akin to the challenges faced in the derby arena, becomes a metaphor for the sacrifice and commitment Saint

Francis embodied in his life. Just as Saint Francis embraced suffering for a higher cause, the sculpture suggests a

parallel with the daring and resilience exhibited by demolition derby participants. The saint's stigmata, marked by

the scars of self-sacrifice, could be seen as emblematic of the risks and challenges undertaken in the pursuit of a

greater purpose, echoing the spirit of those who engage in the intense and thrilling world of demolition derby.
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Pittsburgh Art Car, Wynwood Mural Festival, Miami FL

Wynwood Mural Fest, a vibrant celebration of street art and graffiti in Miami's Wynwood Art District during Art

Basel Miami, witnessed Jason Sauer's unique contribution. In a dynamic fusion of automotive culture and street

art, Jason painted a demolition derby car, elevating it onto a shipping container for a week-long display. This

captivating installation not only added an exhilarating touch to the festival but also exemplified Sauer's ability to

seamlessly integrate diverse artistic elements into the urban tapestry of Wynwood.
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“Chickens” by Jason Sauer, Commissioned Work- 2022

Metal Plate with One Shot Paint

In Jason Sauer’s "Chickens," agricultural themes come to life through a harmonious blend of vibrant colors,

dynamic compositions, and a hint of whimsy, all characteristic of his distinctive artistic approach.
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Multiple Pieces by Jason Sauer at ArtBlen, Miami FL

In Jason Sauer's paintings, the collision of religious imagery and the dynamic world of demolition derby creates a

visually captivating narrative. His canvases unfold with scenes reminiscent of sacred icons, portraying the

adrenaline-fueled chaos of derby arenas infused with a spiritual undertone. Vibrant strokes and meticulous

detailing bring to life images of saints and symbols, seamlessly intertwining the divine and the destructive. Sauer's

distinctive artistic approach transforms the derby experience into a sacred spectacle, inviting viewers to

contemplate the parallels between the fervor of the arena and the transcendent elements of religious iconography.
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Rebirth- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 32 inches by 38 inches by 59 inches

Originating from a 1992 Cadillac skillfully painted by Jason Sauer. Originally featured as a functioning car in the

collaborative art project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2021, this remarkable art car later took

part in the Iron City Nationals Demolition Derby in New Alexandria, PA, in 2022. The remnants of the car wreckage

now serve as the raw materials that give birth to this captivating piece. In Jason Sauer's evocative piece symbolizing

manhood, the artwork delves into the complexities and nuances of masculinity within the realm of demolition

derby. Depicting strong and resilient figures, the piece captures the essence of manhood in the face of challenges

and collisions. Each carefully crafted element reflects the grit, determination, and camaraderie inherent in the

demo derby culture, portraying manhood not as a singular stereotype but as a multifaceted and dynamic force. The

artwork celebrates the strength and vulnerability intertwined in the experiences of those who navigate the

adrenaline-fueled arena, forging a powerful visual narrative that challenges conventional notions and embraces the

diverse facets of manhood within the vibrant and pulsating world of demolition derbies.
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The Return- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 31 inches by 42 inches

Originating from a 2004 Chrysler minivan skillfully painted by Jason Sauer. Originally featured as a functioning car in

the collaborative art project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2022, this remarkable art car later

took part in the Palmetto Destruction Demolition Derby in Florence, South Carolina, in 2023. The remnants of the

car wreckage now serve as the raw materials that give birth to this captivating piece. The doves and olive branches

symbolizing rebirth after destruction.
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Unicorn Bike, Jason Sauer 2019

Jason Sauer was asked to paint a bike in 2019 for Pittsburgh Ride Share. The program had local artists

custom-design a fleet of limited-edition Healthy Ride bikes -- also known as "unicorn bicycles." The idea behind a

fleet of unicorn bikes designed by local artists is "to further localize and celebrate Pittsburgh's only bike share

system," - Pittsburgh Ride Share A similar project called #BurghBikes was launched in 2017 which Jason Sauer was

also an artist for.
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The Return- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 46 inches by 44 inches

Originating from a 2004 Chrysler minivan skillfully painted by Jason Sauer. Originally featured as a functioning car in

the collaborative art project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2022, this remarkable art car later

took part in the Palmetto Destruction Demolition Derby in Florence, South Carolina, in 2023. The remnants of the

car wreckage now serve as the raw materials that give birth to this captivating piece. In Jason Sauer's art, doves and

olive branches hold profound symbolism, representing themes of renewal, peace, and hope amidst destruction.

These symbols convey a narrative of rebirth after chaos, reflecting the resilience and spirit of those engaged in the

intense world of demolition derby. The juxtaposition of the serene imagery of doves and olive branches with the

dynamic and destructive nature of the derby creates a powerful visual metaphor, emphasizing the enduring hope

and optimism that emerge from challenging and turbulent experiences.
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Wings of the Dove- Jason Sauer, Metal Sculpture- 60 inches by 72 inches

Originating from a 1992 Cadillac skillfully painted by Jason Sauer. Originally featured as a functioning car in the

collaborative art project at the Wynnwood Mural Festival during Art Basel 2021, this remarkable art car later took

part in the Iron City Nationals Demolition Derby in New Alexandria, PA, in 2022. The remnants of the car wreckage

served as the raw materials for this sculpture. In the world of Jason Sauer's artistic vision, doves materialize as

poignant symbols representing both the fragility and resilience found within the heart of demolition derby culture.

These graceful birds, meticulously integrated into giant sculptures and art cars, embody a duality of peace and

chaos. Beyond being mere ornaments, doves carry a deeper significance as witnesses to the raw energy and fervor

within the derby arena. Their presence speaks to the coexistence of tranquility and tumult, mirroring the

juxtaposition of demolition derby participants' passionate pursuits against the backdrop of exhilarating chaos.

Through doves, Sauer crafts a narrative that transcends the apparent contradiction, revealing the beauty and

harmony that can emerge from the collision of opposing forces within the vibrant and dynamic world of demolition

derbies.

.
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2023 Museum of Graffiti, Slap Taggin 1977 Chrysler Town and Country “Pittsburgh Art Car”

In 2023, the Museum of Graffiti in Miami witnessed a groundbreaking moment during the opening of Miami Art

Week with the iconic "SlapTaggin" 1977 Chrysler Town and Country, famously known as the "Pittsburgh Art Car."

Renowned artist Jason Sauer took center stage as the featured artist, presenting a dazzling fusion of art and

automotive culture. The Museum of Graffiti, located in the heart of Wynwood and recognized as Wynwood’s only

art museum, stands as the world’s first museum dedicated to graffiti. Its indoor and outdoor exhibitions showcase

the work of top global and local graffiti artists, offering a rich exploration of the art movement's vibrant history. As

a must-see destination in Miami, the Museum of Graffiti continues to exhibit, educate, and celebrate the

transformative contributions of graffiti artists who have turned public spaces' walls into dynamic and vibrant

masterpieces.
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Hitchhiker Brewing Beer Holder Commision, Jason Sauer, 60 inches by 72 inches by 8 inches

1975 Chevy Hood & 2004 Ford Tailgate
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Ghost Wanted Demolition Derby Car painted, driven, and dismantled by Jason Sauer

Art created from wreckage is. In the Warhola Family Private Collection

"Ghost Wanted," a striking demolition derby car, is a testament to the artistic prowess of Jason Sauer. Painted,

driven, and eventually dismantled, this unique artwork showcases the transformation of wreckage into a

captivating piece of art. Currently residing in the Warhola Family Private Collection, it stands as a distinctive

representation of Sauer's innovative approach to both demolition derby and artistic expression.
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Virgin Mary - Jason Sauer, 48 inches by 38 inches

1987 Diplomat wrecked in 2021 Great Stoneboro Fair Demolition Derby
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SIDE 1- HEART, 120 inches by 84 inches by 36 inches - Jason Sauer

1987 Dodge Pick Up Truck. Painted and Wrecked in 2020

Crafted from a 1987 Dodge Pick Up Truck. Painted and wrecked in 2020, this piece encapsulates Sauer's ability to

transform the ordinary into extraordinary, offering a unique blend of automotive history and artistic ingenuity. Just

as the burning heart in religious art signifies a deep connection, the demo derby sculpture use this symbol to

convey the profound and fervent engagement of individuals with the demolition derby culture, capturing the

essence of their commitment and love for the exhilarating world of demolition derbies
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SIDE 2- HEART, 120 inches by 84 inches by 36 inches - Jason Sauer

1987 Dodge Pick Up Truck. Painted and Wrecked in 2020

Crafted from a 1987 Dodge Pick Up Truck. Painted and wrecked in 2020, this piece encapsulates Sauer's ability to

transform the ordinary into extraordinary, offering a unique blend of automotive history and artistic ingenuity.

Jesus with a crown of thorns and a burning heart introduces a unique metaphor. The crown of thorns symbolizes

the challenges and adversities faced in the derby arena, while the burning heart represents the passion and

dedication participants bring to the demolition derby culture. This fusion of religious symbolism with the dynamic

world of demo derby creates a thought-provoking juxtaposition, capturing the intensity, commitment, and

transformative experiences within the demolition derby community.
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Spirit - Jason Sauer, 120 inches by 82 inches by 36 inches

1984 Ford wreck in 2021 at Bash For Cash Ohio.

In Jason Sauer's visionary art, doves symbolize a profound sense of peace, renewal, and transcendence within the

context of the demolition derby culture. Strategically incorporated into giant sculptures and art cars, these avian

symbols do not merely suggest but unequivocally embody the themes of rebirth and hope emerging from the

chaos and destruction of the derby arena. The serene imagery of doves gracefully interwoven with the dynamic,

destructive elements of the demo derby imparts a powerful visual narrative. It unequivocally represents the

resilient spirit of participants and their enduring optimism amid the tumultuous and challenging experiences of the

demolition derby, creating a striking contrast that highlights the transformative and uplifting aspects of this

exhilarating pursuit.
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Pepsi X Steelers Bikes painted by Jason Sauer- 2020

In 2020, Jason Sauer's artistic prowess takes center stage in a unique commission project where he painted custom

art bikes for Pepsi and the Steelers, showcasing his creative collaboration with wide receiver JuJu Smith-Schuster.

These specially designed bikes and helmets will be gifted to lucky winners, who will also have the thrilling

opportunity to enjoy rides around the stadium with JuJu himself. The project is part of Pepsi's initiative to bring

excitement to Steelers fans, offering unique experiences for those watching from home. Jason's involvement

extends beyond the visual artwork, as he contributes to a larger campaign that includes Steelers co-branded Pepsi

products and an entertaining digital short featuring JuJu leading a virtual bike tour around Heinz Field. Fans have

the chance to enter the sweepstakes, with grand prizes including one-of-a-kind custom bikes and the opportunity

to join JuJu for an unforgettable ride at Heinz Field. Jason's vibrant and dynamic creations add a touch of artistic

flair to this innovative collaboration, elevating the fan experience and celebrating the unique connection between

art, sports, and community engagement.
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Jason Sauer Installation- 2021

Jason Sauer's art defies conventional boundaries, seamlessly blending diverse influences into a captivating tapestry

of creativity. From painted cars elevated to the status of museum-quality masterpieces to installations showcased

at renowned events like Wynwood Mural Fest, Sauer's work transcends its Appalachian folk origins. His distinctive

fusion of automotive culture, street art, and religious imagery creates a unique visual language, inviting viewers to

explore the intersections of tradition and innovation. Sauer's ability to elevate everyday objects, such as demolition

derby cars, into gallery-worthy pieces underscores his artistic prowess and commitment to pushing the boundaries

of artistic expression. Through vibrant colors, dynamic compositions, and a touch of whimsy, Sauer's art becomes a

testament to the transformative power of creativity, transcending cultural origins and captivating audiences

worldwide.
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